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Abstract: An exploration of dislocation microstructure evolution with different misorientation angles
was performed using phase field crystal method (PFC). The microcosmic evolution process of grain
boundaries under external stress, as well as the corresponding energy curve and stress–strain curve,
are analyzed. The relationship between the misorientation angle and the dislocations emission
frequency is discussed. Three forms of dislocations reaction on the evolution process of 6◦ and 10◦

are analyzed in detail, which are respectively type I semi-annihilation, type II semi-annihilationand
full-annihilation. Among them, the nature of type I semi-annihilation is a combination of dislocation
and a single edge dislocation reaction with a single edge dislocation left. The essence of type II
semi-annihilation is a pair of dislocation and the other pair of dislocation reaction leaving two
edge dislocations. The essence of full-annihilation is that two pairs of dislocations or single edge
dislocations with opposite Burger vectors react with each other and the distortion area disappears.
When the misorientation angle is 10◦, the dislocation reaction and the dislocation motion ability of
the system are stronger than 6◦. The peak of the energy curve is related to the number of dislocation
proliferations in the evolution process. An emission frequency and average density of dislocations
of 10◦ is greater than 6◦. The causes of plastic deformation are revealed to a certain extent by
stress–strain curves.

Keywords: phase field crystal method; misorientation angle; dislocation annihilation; dislocation
dissociation; dislocation density; dislocation emission

1. Introduction

A large number of studies show that the characteristics and distribution of the grain
boundary structure can affect the mechanical properties of materials at the macro level.
Grain boundaries in nanocrystalline samples serve as a source of dislocations [1,2]. The
plastic deformation in polycrystalline materials is closely related to the dislocation behavior
in the grain boundary structure [3]. Although the deformation behavior of grain bound-
aries (GBs) has been widely studied and recorded at the macro scale [4–7], there are still
some limitations in the experimental research so far. For example, transmission electron
microscope (TEM) [7,8] and X-ray diffraction (XRD) [8] studies on various atomic mecha-
nisms in grain boundary motion are carried out by observing the interface morphology
and cannot clearly obtain information on the structure and behavior of the interface at the
atomic scale. Although high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) can
observe the existence of grain boundary dislocations at the nanoscale [9], the experimental
research is limited due to its strict requirements on the experimental environment. There
is still much to be understood about the deformation behavior of GBs at the microscopic
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scale, and atomic simulations are beneficial in capturing the microscopic reactions of atoms
during the grain boundary process. Consequently, it is essential to explore the mechanical
behavior of grain boundaries under different conditions using computer simulations such
as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and the phase field crystal (PFC) method.

Spearot, et al. [10,11] investigated the tilt GBs in Cu and Al by MD simulations and
found that grain boundaries can act as dislocation sources and can emit dislocations at
relatively low stress. Wang [12] explored the interaction between asymmetrical tilt grain
boundaries and dislocation pileup in Al through MD simulations, confirmed that grain
boundaries contain grain boundary dislocations, and showed that the interaction of grain
boundary dislocations (GBDs) can lead to the rearrangement of the atomic structure of
the grain boundary in order to achieve a low energy state. Through MD simulations,
Singh, et al. [13] investigated the plastic deformation of the Nb bi-crystals of symmetrically
tilted GBs under uniaxial tensile loading and found that the larger grain boundary orien-
tation angle, the higher dislocation density. The tensile behavior of tungsten bi-crystals
was studied by Feng, et al. [14], and it was found that the dislocation density increased
and decreased rapidly during stress drop but remained almost constant during stress rise,
indicating that the bi-crystals release stress through dislocations’ motion, proliferation, and
annihilation. In addition, it is also confirmed that dislocation proliferation is achieved by
dislocation dissociation in low-angle grain boundaries. MD simulations can essentially
reflect atomic behavior, but most studies are limited to the timescales of about 10−14~10−12s
of atomic vibration. The diffusion timescales required for the evolution of microscopic
defects in materials is about 10−6s. Another limitation of the geometry used is the influence
of the free surface, such as image forces, on the dislocations emitted [15]. By comparison,
the PFC model is more suitable for studying the atomic evolution process of micro defects
because it is based on an atomic scale of 10−9m and a diffusion time scale of 10−6 s. Al-
though the PFC model only loses some microscopic details, it retains the basic image of the
crystal and can explore a larger system size numerically. Compared with the phase field
(PF) method, a PFC model provides many atomic properties of materials, and it requires
fewer model parameters than the phase field method. Therefore, it is easier to determine
the model parameters from the nano model.

Elder, et al. first proposed a PFC model with a “one-mode” free energy function [16,17].
The physical phenomena on atomic length scale and diffusion timescale are simulated by
introducing periodic atomic density state to minimize free energy. It can also selfconsistently
combine the physics of atomic-scale elastoplasticity with the diffusive dynamics of phase
transformations and microstructure formation. The PFC model can capture the motion
of dislocations and crystal growth [18,19], and the simulated strain rate was consistent
with the experimental. A “two-mode” PFC (2PFC) model with a free energy function [20]
was proposed since “one-mode” PFC cannot describe the dislocation motion in a two-
dimensional square lattice for now, describing the dislocation motion in a triangular lattice
and square lattice and comparing with the diffraction patterns of different atomic planes
in the experiment better. After that, 2PFC was used to simulate relationship between
misorientation angle and dislocations distance, dislocations’ motion, grains’ growth, new-
phase nucleation, and tensile deformation [21–23]. The results showed that the larger
the misorientation angle was, the smaller the dislocation distance was, and grains with
favorable misorientation would preferentially grow and occupy a dominant position. It can
also be shown that the critical deformation of phase transformation with a misorientation
angle of 4◦ is greater than that with a misorientation angle of 12◦. In the study of dislocation
motion and annihilation of a square phase with a misorientation angle of 40◦ under stress
by using 2PFC, Kong, et al. [24], only a single form of dislocation annihilation was found.

In this work, we take a pure material with a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure as the
research object and study the response law of grain boundaries under tensile deformation
based on a 2PFC model and then compare them with the MD simulation results mentioned
above. We focus on the GBDs during plastic deformation, with the aim of providing an
atomistic understanding of the deformation mechanism for bi-crystal systems. The mecha-
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nism for plastic deformation at the GB is presented in detail: dislocation nucleation from
the GBs, dislocation emission, dislocation into the grain, and reaction between dislocations.

2. Model and Methods
2.1. PFC Model

In this paper, the free energy function form is a “two-mode” PFC model to simulate
the crystal structure of a square lattice, and the free energy is a dimensionless form as
follows [20]:

F =
∫ {
−ε

ψ2

2 + ψ4

4 + ψ
2
(
∇2 + 1

)2
[

R1 +
(
∇2 + Q2

1
)2
]
ψ
}

dr =
∫

f (ψ)dr (1)

where r represents the position vector of the atom.
The first two terms of the integrand function form a double-well potential and ensure

the existence of solid and liquid phases. The third term, including the gradient term,
describes the deviation from the equilibrium curve due to the existence of lattice defects.
ψ is the periodic local atomic density, x is the space coordinate, ε is the temperature-related
parameter, and ε ∼ β(T)(Tm − T). The density field of the liquid phase is constant, and
the maximum position of the atomic density field is solid phase. R1 is related to the relative
stability of different crystal structures, and the dual-mode model is more stable when
R1 = 0, because the action of the second nearest neighbor gradually tends to “one-mode”
with the increase of R1. ∇2 is the Laplace operator, Q1, whose value is generally determined
by the choice of crystal structure; it is the ratio of the module of the second-nearest neighbor
reciprocal lattice vector (RLV) to the module of the nearest neighbor reciprocal lattice vector.
In face-center-cubic (FCC) structures, Q1 =

√
2, which couples 〈10〉 and 〈11〉 RLVs in

two dimensions.
Free energy density of liquid phase:

fl(ψ0) = −(ε− 4)ψ2
0

2 +
ψ4

0
4

(2)

Free energy density of square phase [20,25]:

fs = 2
(
−ε + 3ψ2

0

)
A2

s + 2
(
−ε + 3ψ2

0

)
B2

s + 24ψ0 A2
s Bs + 36A2

s B2
s + 9A4

s + 9B4
s −

ε

2
ψ2

0 + 2ψ2
0 +

1
4

ψ4
0 (3)

ψ0 is average atomic density; both As and Bs are the density wave amplitude; qs = 1.

2.2. Kinetic Equation

Since the atomic density field is a conserved value, the dimensionless time evolution
equation can be expressed by the Cahn–Hilliard equation [23,25]:

∂ψ

∂t
= ∇2 δF

δψ
= ∇2

[
−εψ +

(
∇2 + 1

)2(
∇2 + 2

)2
ψ + ψ3

]
(4)

The semi-implicit Fourier spectral method is used here [20,26]. Therefore, Equation (4)
can be expressed in Fourier space as

ψk,t+1 =
ψk,t − k2∆tψ3

k,t

1 + k2∆t[(4− ε)− 12k2 + 13k4 − 6k6 + k8]
(5)

ψk represents a Fourier transform; k represents a Fourier space vector;∇2 = −k2; |k|2 = k2.
The phase diagram can be derived by taking the derivative of the free energy for the density
field of the square phase and liquid phase, respectively [20,27], and using the common
tangent rule, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional phase diagram of two-mode approximate calculation; the area of the
middle grid is a two-phases coexistence region.

2.3. Parameters Setting of Simulation

The parameter settings are as follows: the simulation region of periodic boundary
conditions in all directions is Lx × Ly = 256∆x × 256∆y. The actual proportion [28–30] is
15× 15(nm)2. The time-step and space-step are ∆t = 0.5 and ∆x = ∆y = π/4, respectively.
The simulation region is divided into three rectangular areas: 0 < x < Lx/4, Lx < x < 3Lx/4,
and 3Lx/4 < x < Lx We set the crystal orientation angle of the square lattice structure θ1 in
the regions 0 < x < Lx/4 and 3Lx/4 < x < Lx, then make the crystal orientation angle θ2
in the other area. The misorientation angle θ = θ1 − θ2, which is the angle between two
adjacent grains. Combined with Figure 1, the selection of the other simulation parameters
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters for sample preparation.

Sample
Temperature Initial Density Strain Rate Crystal Orientation Angle Misorientation Angle

ε ψ0
.
ε θ1 θ2 θ

A 0.2 −0.28 6× 10−6 3
◦ −3

◦
6
◦

B // // // 5
◦ −5

◦
10
◦

The symbol // means the parameter is the same as the previous line.

From Refrences [17,31], we can learn that the relationship between the real temperature
T and the dimensionless temperature ε, which is ε ∼ (Tm − T). The real temperature of
melting point for Cu metal is Tm = 1083

◦
C. We know that T = 1063

◦
C corresponding to

dimensionless temperature ε = 0.8. Consequently, when the dimensionless temperature
ε = 0.2, we have real temperature T = 1078

◦
C of Cu by equation ε1

ε2
= (Tm−T1)

(Tm−T2)
.

2.4. Applied Stress Calculation Model

In the following sections, we apply compressive stress to the system in the x direction.
The dimensionless strain rate along the x direction is

.
ε = 6× 10−6; we use the isometric

numerical scheme in the deformation process [32,33]:

S = ∆x× ∆y = ∆x0(1 + εx)× ∆y0
(
1− εy

)
= ∆x0 × ∆y0 (6)
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where ε = εx = εy = n
.
ε∆t; ∆x0 and ∆y0 represent the grid sizes before deformation; ∆x

and ∆y are the grid sizes after deformation. The grid sizes after n time-steps are shown
as follows:

∆x =
∆x0

1 + n
.
ε∆t

(7)

∆y = ∆y0
(
1 + n

.
ε∆t
)

(8)

3. Results and Analysis of Simulation
3.1. The Initial Equilibrium Process of the Sample A

Figure 2a represents the grain solidification process at a misorientation angle of 6
◦

and 10
◦
. Figure 2c shows the corresponding free energy curve. The grain growth process

(dislocation nucleation from the GBs) can be roughly divided into three stages: (i) rapid
decline stage, the liquid phase gradually disappears, the grain grows rapidly, and the free
energy decreases rapidly with the progress of solidification; (ii) slow decline stage, the
internal stress increases gradually, the grain growth rate slows up, and the decline rate of
the free energy curve with the ordering process of the system slows down; (iii) stable stage,
grain boundaries are completely formed and the free energy curve remains unchanged.
When the system is in complete equilibrium, 8 edge dislocations are formed at the grain
boundary when the misorientation angle is 6

◦
, and 12 edge dislocations are formed at the

grain boundary with a misorientation angle of 10
◦
. The dislocation distance decreases and

the distance between dislocations conforms to D ≈ b/tanθ [21]. The dislocation density
increases with the increase of misorientation angle.

Figure 2. (a–c) are simulation diagrams and free energy curves of the grain solidification growth
process with θ = 6

◦
and θ = 10

◦
, respectively. t∗ = 100, t∗ = 200, t∗ = 1000.

3.2. Motion Process of Dislocations in the Sample A

Equal-area tensile deformation is carried out when sample A reaches equilibrium.
The dislocation evolution process and corresponding free energy curve of sample A are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. From Figure 3a to Figure 3b, the energy of the system gradually
increases with the start of deformation corresponding to Figure 4 (F1–F2). From Figure 3b
to Figure 3c, the number of dislocations changed from 8 to 24 at t* = 24,100, as shown in
Figure 3b. This process can be consistent with the simulation results of Spearot, et al. [10,11]
and Feng, et al. [14]: (i) grain boundaries act as dislocation sources to emit dislocations
when the critical strain is reached; (ii) dislocation propagation in the system is caused
by dislocation dissociation. At this time, the free energy of the system decreases sharply
because the internal strain energy is fully released corresponding to Figure 4 (F2–F3). In
Figure 3b,c, the edge dislocations a1 and a3 whose Burger vectors are perpendicular to each
other. The compressive stress region of a1 is close to the tensile stress region of a3, which
generates mutual attraction between a1 and a3 and promotes the formation of dislocation
pairs; this process is shown in detail in Figure 5a. The dislocation pair A1 (formed by a1
and a3) reacts with a single edge dislocation, b2, in type I semi-annihilation, and the single
edge dislocation a1 is left, as shown in Figures 5b and 6. A portion of edge dislocations
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climb into the grain. Some edge dislocations form dislocation pairs, such as A1, A2, A3, B1,
B2, and B3. These dislocation pairs will slip and react inside the grain. From Figure 3c,d, a
type I semi-annihilation dislocation reaction occurs between A1 and b2, leaving a single
edge dislocation a1. This is due to the annihilation reaction of edge dislocations a3 and
b2 with opposite Burgers vectors in Figure 6. Dislocation pairs A3 and B3 have a type
II semi-annihilation reaction, retaining edge dislocations a10 and b10. Dislocation pairs
A2–B1 and A4–B5 have a “full annihilation” reaction. Dislocation annihilation will consume
a lot of system energy and reduce the free energy curve.

Figure 3. The evolution of dislocations in sample A. The white arrow indicates the migration direction.
Type I semi-annihilation occurs in the green solid line area. The full annihilation of dislocation pairs
occurs in the blue dotted line area. New dislocation pairs are about to form in the white solid line
area. The (a–i) corresponding time steps are t* = 15,000; t* = 24,100; t* = 24,700; t* = 25,100; t* = 25,800;
t* = 27,100; t* = 28,800; t* = 29,900; and t* = 39,000.

By comparing Figure 3a,h, it is found that the dislocation density obviously decreases
with the continuous enhancement of the deformation. Figure 3g,h, is the corresponding
free energy curve to (F3–F5) of Figure 4. The dislocation pairs A4 and B5 are close to each
other, resulting in the full-annihilation reaction in Figure 3g. Among them, the reason for
the small protrusion in the free energy curve in Figure 4 (F3–F4) is that only the pair of
edge dislocations a4 and b4 with opposite signs have an annihilation reaction in Figure 3f.
The energy consumed at this time is less than the increased strain energy, so the free energy
curve rises again. The stage of Figure 4 (F2–F5) is due to the interaction of boundary
dislocations which lead to the rearrangement of the grain boundary atomic structure and
the decrease of system energy. This is consistent with the research results of Wang [12].
The edge dislocations in Figure 3h climb with the strain continues to increase, the energy
consumed is less than the absorbed strain energy, resulting in the re rise of the free energy
curve corresponding to Figure 4 (F5–F6). The free energy curve of Figure 4 (F6–F7) drops
because the system evolves from bi-crystal to single crystal.
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Figure 4. Free energy curved of dislocations evolution of the sample A. F1–F7 represent energy value points.

Figure 5. (a,b) respectively represent the stress distribution diagram of new dislocation pairs formed
by edge dislocations a1 and a3 perpendicular to each other in Figure 3b, and the annihilation of edge
dislocations a3 (A1 formed by a1 and a3) and b2 with opposite Burger vectors from Figure 3b,c. C and
T are the compressed and stretched regions, respectively. The white arrow indicates the slip direction
of the edge dislocation. The above (below) extra half plane of atoms is subjected to compressive
(tensile) strain.

3.3. Dynamic Evolution of Dislocations in the Sample B

The dislocation motion process and the corresponding free energy curve of sample B
are shown in Figures 7 and 8. At the initial stage of deformation, the change trend of the
free energy curve of sample B is the same as that of the sample A, as shown in (F1–F2) of
Figure 8.

In Figure 7b–f, edge dislocations’ multiplication (all dislocations dissociate), grain
boundary emission dislocations, and the single edge dislocations of adjacent form disloca-
tion pairs with the increase of deformation, such as edge dislocations c2 and c3, form A1.
Between a dislocation pair and another dislocation pair occur Type II semi-annihilation,
leaving two edge dislocations. For example, the dislocation pairs A1 and B1 react, leaving
the edge dislocations d2 and c2. Figure 9 shows the atomic structure of the type II semi-
annihilation reaction in the horizontal and vertical directions. (Here, the edge dislocation
D2 slides for a period of time due to the strong stress change between dislocations A9 and
B9). Dislocations have a full annihilation reaction to A5 and B5, and the distortion area
disappears. With the increasing strain, new dislocation pairs are gradually formed. The
multiplication, formation and annihilation of dislocations will consume a lot of energy,
and the free energy curved corresponds to (F2–F5) in Figure 8. The Figure 8 (F3–F4) of
“protrusion” is because the dislocation pairs and some edge dislocations in Figure 7f slip,
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and the energy consumed is less than the increasing strain energy of the system, resulting
in the re-rise of the free energy curve.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the type I semi-annihilation of A1 and b2 in Figure 3c.
(a–d) corresponding time steps are t* = 24,700; t* = 24,800; t* = 24,900; and t* = 25,000. (a1–d1)
is a schematic diagram of the atomic structure in the x direction. (a2–d2) is the atomic structure in the
y direction.

Figure 7. The evolution of the dislocations in sample B. The (a–l) corresponding time steps are
t* = 38,000; t* = 48,100; t* = 48,200; t* = 48,700; t* = 49,000; t* = 49,600; t* = 55,300; t* = 67,200; t* = 68,000;
t* = 79,600; t* = 81,200; and t* = 86,000. The pink solid circle area is a type II semi- annihilation
dislocation reaction; the full-annihilation of the dislocation pairs occurs in the blue dotted line area.
Type I semi-annihilation occurs in the green solid line area, and new dislocation pairs will form
within the white solid coil. Inside the white box is the annihilation of single edge dislocation.
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Figure 8. Free energy curve of the dislocation evolution in sample B. F1–F9 represent energy
value points.

Figure 9. Type II semi-annihilation of dislocations on A1 and B1 in Figure 7c. The (a–d) corresponding
time steps are t* = 48,200; t* = 48,300; t* = 48,400; and t* = 48,700. (a1–d1) is the atomic structure in the
x direction; (a2–d2) is a schematic diagram of the atomic structure in the y direction.

If one multiplication–annihilation of dislocations is regarded as a cycle, Figure 7g–i is
the second multiplication–annihilation cycle of the dislocation motion process. At this stage,
both the number of edge dislocations and the dislocation density decrease. The annihilation
of a single edge dislocation with opposite signs such as an annihilation reaction between
the single edge dislocation f2 and the single edge dislocation e4, there is no formation of
dislocation pairs in this stage, and the free energy curve first increases and then decreases
corresponding to (F5–F7) in Figure 8. The Figure 7j–l is the third cycle of the dislocation
motion process. The free energy curve at this stage corresponds to Figure 8 (F7–F9).
There are two protrusions in Figure 8 (F8–F9), which are caused by the successive slip or
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annihilation of dislocation pairs. There are three peaks in Figure 8 but only once in Figure 4
due to the dissociation times of grain boundary dislocations.

The Figure 10a,b shows dislocations’ numbers in the whole area of 6
◦

and 10
◦
. Figure 10c

shows dislocations’ density in the whole area of sample 6
◦

and 10
◦
. In the Figure 10, we

found that the average number of dislocations is more and the dislocation density per
unit area is greater at 10

◦
. On the one hand, the edge dislocations formed at the grain

boundary when the misorientation angle is 6
◦

are less than 10
◦

when the system is in
initial equilibrium. On the other hand, there is only once of dislocations’ dissociation
(multiplication) in the process of dislocations’ motion at 6

◦
but there are three times of

dislocations’ dissociation (multiplication) at 10
◦
. Therefore, it can be considered that the

average dislocation density increases when the misorientation angle increases during the
evolution process. This result is consistent with the results of Singh, et al. [13] who studied
Nb bi-crystals under uniaxial tensile loading.

Figure 10. (a,b) are, respectively, the number of dislocations at 6
◦

and 10
◦
. (c) Stain and dislocation

density at 6
◦

and 10
◦
.

4. Discussion

Figure 11 shows the stress–strain (SS) curve of sample system A and B during the
deformation. In the curve of the figure, due to the local internal stress in the GB dislocations
in the specimen, which cannot be fully released, the initial strain is not zero, which can be
seen in Figure 2(a3). In the initial stage (Figure 11a—S1,S2) of the SS curve, it can be seen
that the stress of the system increases linearly with the strain. This is due to the dislocation
of the grain boundary climbing along the grain boundary, during which the deformation
of the sample is elastic [34]. The stress increases slowly in the next stage of the SS curve
(Figure 11a—S2,S3); this indicates that the dislocations emitted by the grain boundary
dislocation source begin to move into the interior of grain through sliding, implying that
significant plastic deformation occurs in this case. Next, as shown in Figure 11a(S3,S4), the
strain softens as the stress decreases. One of the reasons for strain softening is the formation
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of a mature local deformation zone (grain) [35]. In the Figure 11a (S4,S5) stage of the SS
curve, there is obvious hardening due to dislocation multiplication in the whole process.
In the Figure 11a (S5,S6) section of the SS curve, the stress of the system increases again.
The SS curve in Figure 11b is similar to that in Figure 11a before point (S6). The multiple
hardening may occur because the stress–strain curves of 10

◦
have multiple dislocation

proliferation during evolution. At (S6,S7) of Figure 11b, a brief softening recovery process
may occur.

Figure 11. (a,b) are, respectively, the stress–strain curves at 6
◦

and 10
◦

from the PFC simulation. S1–S7
represent different stress value points.

Throughout observing the Figures 10c and 11. We found that the dislocation density
increases and decreases rapidly during the stress drop but remains almost constant during
the stress rise, which may be due to the bi-crystal through the motion of dislocations and
proliferation, and annihilation to release the stress is consistent with the conclusion of
Reference [14].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the motion law of grain boundary dislocations is studied by PFC sim-
ulation. The influence of misorientation angle on the grain boundary dislocation motion
mechanism under external load is discussed. It is also compared with some dislocation
conclusions of MD simulation mentioned in the background, which proves the feasibility
of this method. The following conclusions can be made from this work:

1. The size of the orientation angle affects the complexity of the dislocation reaction.
There are three dislocation reaction forms in the evolution of grain boundary disloca-
tions with misorientation angles of 6

◦
and 10

◦
. Dislocation reactions are more complex

in systems with larger misorientation angles.
2. Grain boundaries can be activated as dislocation sources to emit dislocations. The

misorientation angle has a significant effect on the frequency of dislocation emission.
3. The frequency of dislocations’ emission is higher when the misorientation angle is

larger than when it is small. It can also be said that when the misorientation angle
is large, a new source of dislocation is activated. Therefore, it can be speculated in
theory that when the grain size is small, the grain boundary misorientation angle can
be appropriately increased, which can activate more dislocation sources and increase
the toughness of nanomaterials. In addition, Increasing the misorientation increases
the dislocation density.

4. The bi-crystal releases stress through the motion, proliferation, and annihilation of dis-
locations. When the orientation angle increases, dislocation proliferation (dissociation)
and annihilation become more frequent.
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